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GOVERNOR CONVEYS BOORI BOOT YULLO GREETINGS

The Governor of Arunachal Pradesh Shri P.B. Acharya has extended his heartiest greetings to the people of the State in general and to the Nyishi brethren in particular on the auspicious occasion of Boori Boot Yullo. He expressed hope that the festivity will usher in peace, prosperity and happiness.

In his message to the people, the Governor said that the observance of festival brings together the community members and also helps in carry forward the age-old cultural heritage. He urged upon the younger generations to take active part in the celebration of the festivals. The youth of the day should be proud of their customs and traditions and also be proud of the cultural heritage. At the same time, the elders must guide them for continuation of the vibrant legacy from our Ancestors, the Governor emphasized.

In his festival greetings, the Governor said that the Boori-Boot Yullo is perform to eradicate the eruptions, natural calamities, epidemics and prosperity harvest of agriculture products and also warmest deposition towards mankind. It’s celebrates in February (Rajo-Pol) every year which solemnized from 3rd to 7th February. He wished that the celebration of the Boori Boot Yullo will continue to reinforce the age-old good traditions of the Nyishi Community.

On this joyous occasion, I offer my prayers to invoke the spirit of Boori Boot Yullo and divines forces which are believed to control the universal activities to bless our State and Motherland Bharat as well as each one of us with good fortune and good health, the Governor further said..
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